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Chili aivocates, have been pushing for more day care for many

years. The well-known statistics indicating the enormous gap between the

number of. working mothers and the number of children in licensed-day-care ,

programs has long been a cause of urgency and concern. Day care was the

overriding concern of the White House Conference in 1970.

Yet, all along, the day care advocates have been expressing an

equal concern for suality. The press for more serviges must not result in

a sacrifice of the ouality chiliren need. One thing we do have very solid

sqentific evilence about is the fact that poor programs can do serious

harm. le need :lay care, but that day care must be of the kind our children

need ani aeserve.

States have many. ways of encouraging or requirinnality. Some

of these :rays are aopropriate for a basic level of quality for preventive

protection of all children in child care; others are appropriate foi a

higher level of o.:ality. All rest on a base of public support. States,

need to think thro:gh each of these various ways, in order to make some

clear decisions about where to place the emphasis, and how to design a

systen which uses these ways in some rational relation to one another.

Licensing ani regulatory ways of guaranteeing quality are more

than the attention which has been given them in public policy.

Public policy discussions, including discussion of delivery systems, have

underestinated the inportance of this kind of consumer protection. It is

not cnstei out in analyzing costs of public child care policy. Federal

participation in state licensing is not specified in past child care
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legislation. There has been little federal support until the recent catalytic

th rIffics. of Child DevelOpment. Yet licensing is our most important

J
preventive consaaer protection program, guaranteeing the rights of Children

and families to adequate care while protecting the constitutional rights

of operators.

Uhy the lack of attention to quality support in public policy?

,There has been, first of all, confusion in public policy, and failure to

distinguish,regulation from non-regulatory functions such as child placement;

failure to distinguish one type of regulation from another, such as licensing

from safety or health regulation, or licensing from funding requirements.

In addition to the confusion, there has been a lack of interest. I believe

one reason for this indifference probably stems from a basic resistance

to authority common to us all. As Americans, we inherit a strong strain of

"rugged individualism" which makes us uncomfortable with authority. Licensing

staff inherit it, licensees inherit it, and the public in general inherits it.

Yet, whenever any problem arises in our society, a typically American response

is to generate more regulatory law. Jhile regulation is a typically American

form of social action, our discomfort with authority makes us generally hostile

to law enforcement.

A final reason for our lack of interest in licensing may be

the fact that there are indeed serious problems in our licensing programs

which need correction.

Licensing is a form of class advocacy, protecting all children

from the potential of harmful conditions, in contrast with casejadvocacy.

Alen soundly impleaentel, it is a way of assuring a base line of quality

below which no program may legally operate. Norris Class, in his classic

booklet published by the Children's Bureau, (#462) descr s such a sound

licensing program.) with consumer and operators involved wide in standard

setting. Such a regulatory systel could be widely used to assure rights,



mach as Civil Rights and Fair Employment legislation has been used.

.is need better training of licensing staff, the public, and

especially the policy 7.akers into the potential of a well-run licensing

Drogram. In nary states, licensing staff are now beginning to have greater

access through training and counsel from Attorney Generals' offices to

sound regulator! concepts and procedures. But they will not be able to

take_any action on their new learning if the policy makers above them remain

indifferent to the potential of licensing, confused between different forms

of regulation, and unwilling to hold the line of quality in the face of the

Dress for more services,

de need a common terminology and a common conceptual framework

in order to talk about regulation and other ways of achieving quality.

::orris Class has attempted to develop this common framework for discussion.

If we imagine a solid line-, representing a basic floor of quality, this is

the line drawn by the state in establishing its.licensing requirements.

The requirements, representing a consensus of different interests, are

drawn up at the line which the state believes is essential, and operating

below that line is outlawed because it would be harmful. Also at the base

line are health regulation and safety regulation. Other methods of

regulation establish their requirements above a base line level. High

T.ality standards for mol,.el programs represent a ceiling of quality to

which we aspire, and this line can be represented by a dotted.

Between the floor and the ceiling, different kinds of

regulation can be represented as follows:



ceiling

Rats Setting

Fire and
Safety
Regulation

floor of quality

Sanitation

-Regulation

Accreditation

Cre'ientialing

Fiscal regulation

Inspection and

Approval-

Day Care

Licensing

floor of ouality

Standards of
quality for
model programs

qualifications
for staff

Funding standards

Administrative
standards for
publicly operated
programs

Basic preventive
protective
requirements

floor of Quality

There are other ways of approaching the question of quality, which

are not regulatory, which include actions such as:

- consultation

- education of the public

- community organization

- training

- evaluation

- information centers

These different waylqv regulatory and non-regulatory, of approaching

quality can be given different,emphasis, linked together in different ways,

provided by the same or different agencieS, or by the same or different

staffs within an agency. But they need to be thought through in some rational

relation to one another, without confusion among them. About each, state

decision-makers should be asking:



Shoula it be done?

jho should to it?

- :that sh3..:11 be combined and what should be separated?

- How can it be done with the least overlap and duplication?

- How can it be done in the least amount of time for the operator?

- How can it be done without inhibitihg thegroith of a needed service?.

Starting with the box at the bottom right corner of the list of

activities, we find day care licensing, a cornerstone of a state's
regulatory

regulatory

which no program may legally operate. Any day care' below.this line is outside

system. Its requirements represent a base line of quality below

the law and penalties may be invoked. We can argue about where that base line.,

should be drawn, and, how close it should be to the level of quality specified

in funding requirements. But while there are licensing laws there can be

no argument that where there is licensing, there is the drawing of a base

line, a floor of quality. The law says, "No person may operate" without a

licensing, and the license may not be given unless the requirements set by

the licensing agency. are met. These recuirements are the line the state

draws fer the protestion of all children in care.

Jay care licensing le:;$ are not the only base line regulatory laws,

which apply to child care, and day care licensing
requirements are not the

only requirements. Safety requirements come about because citizens, concerned

to prevent children from burning to death in fires, took legislative action

resulting in reauired building inspections
according to a minimum code.

Health requirements come about because citizens, concerned to prevent the

spread of epidemic disease, took legislative action resulting in the

enforcement of a minimum health code. Zoning by-laws come about because

states permit local communities to engage in land use planning and control.

To the operator seeking zoning approval, health approval,

sIfety approval, and a day care licensing, all this base line regulation



appears to be a system which does not work very well. It is important

to understand that they are wrong in their diagnosis; it is not a system

which works badly. The problem is that there is no system. Instead there

are four different major regulatory interventions stemming from four

different bureaucracies created by four different pieces of legislation

with four constituencies with differing attitudes. roIf states are concerned
O

for the children not in day care who also need the jlealth and safety and care

which these programs offer families, steps must be taken to create a system

out of these, regulatory actions, which may require further legislation

in some states. The federal )Iodel Statute is a Start at thinking through

what should be in a licensing bill, but in some states it may be desirable

to add outside sections amending health, safety, or other legislation which

may also have jurisdiction. over day care, to mandate sone system and

relationship.

Regulation through zoning is different in nature from the

other three base line typeSof regulation, since it focuses on land rather

than human protection. coning has been mis-used by local oommunities to

inhibit services. In nassachusetts, we have decided that the licensing office

should not be responsible for enforcing zoning, and that day care should be

exempt from zoning.

To move up a level in the list of kinds of regulation, the one

listed above day care licensing is inspection and approval. This is a term

used by Norris Class to indicate that aidifferent method of regulation is

used when the public agency operates programs, since licensing by definition

is regulation of the private sector. The public agency should provide

service at least equal in quality to services provided in the private sector,



if c ldren are to'receive equal protection. Conceivably, the public agency

ni:;h, feel a responsibility to provide a higher level of quality than that

required through licensing, which is my reason for placing that box at a

higher level than licensing. At least the quality must be eqaal, which will

depend on the stateseveloping new ways of regulating and enforcing standards

for the publicly operated programs.

Fiscal revlation has to do with assuring that standards

appropriate for the expeniitare of public funds are met. Head Start tUidelines

and performance standards are an example of,this type of regulation. The

Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements are funding standards. They do

not apply to prograns unless federal dollars are spent in them. I believe

they should represent a higher level of quality than base line licensing

requirements. Government, when it purchases child care, should specify, a

level of quality desirable for the achievement of the goals of the program,

rather than the base line qiality necessary for the prevention of predictable

harm..

ge have yet to develop an effective monitoring system.

The federal audit done by HE: of day care in nine states is a good example

of the difficulty in aaliting quality fro:: the federal level. The audit

makes assumptions abo.n; safety an health regulation which could be challenged,

and doe's not 'raw attention to the problens which local day care programs

faced during that, period of constantly shifting federal goals and pressures

to implement mew regulations for eligibility not yet adopted.

The monitoring of quality is a type of regulation which needs

firther discussion an work. The state level maybe the appropriate level

fron which to develop a strong system for monitoring prdgram-quality. It is

very important to fin! way to reduce the number of people inspecting and

monitoring the same grog`;-.. For this reason, come experi:aenting with the



use of state licensing staff for monitoring a number of programs on behalf

of federal agencies has been suggested. This is an entirely different function

than licensing, and would require good training for staff to perform the two

functions without confusion.

The other side 6f the coin of standard setting, in fiscal regula -

tion, is rate setting. A past practice has been for government to adopt vague

rhetorical standards, and then' provide a low rate of pay for programs, so that

the rhetoric could not be translated into reality. Public frustration then

was directed at the rule-enforcers rather than at the failure to provide
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adequate funds for the meeting of the rules. Sound administration would

require that the government must pay for the quality it specified in its

funding standards. Rate-setting as a form of regulation needs to, be based

exactly on funding standards and the actual costs of meeting them. Massachusetts

has developed a workable method of computing center care rates based on costs

related to standards, ani is now working on a rate for family day care systems.

Credentialing has to do with staff. There are many issues to be

addressed in any discussion of credentialing. Would we need licensing if we

had good credentialing? Who should be cre Pntialed? The federal Office of

Child Development is working on a competency based credential for a caregiver;

others have suggested credentialing Directors. Texas has a recent law

requiring credentialing Directors of residential programs. As public schools

.extend their programs for special needs children downward to age three, it

is likely that an/ early ohildhood credential will develop in many more

states foiii uvrk with young children in schools. Asessment of, competency

still raises many unresolved issues, and not much as yet has been done to

resolve them.

Accreditation is a way of setting some goal standards for model

-,rograms. One model of accreditation is voluntary, with standards established



by peers, and sone way of providing consultation leading to a seal of approval.

This could be done entirely in the private sector, could be publicly funded

in the private sector, or coal! be a state or city program. The chief among

many issues is the difficulty of agreeing on what constitutes high quality.

It is worth pursuing, however, because the existence of some recognition of

programs of quality makes clear the distinction between floor or licensing

requirements and quality standards. Operators would not wave their licenses

on high as if they are a banner of quality, rather than a permission to

operate, if there were a system which established an actual banner of quality

which they could choose to seek.

Other ways Of pursuing quality, which arenot regulatory, have

bean listed above but not described; consultation, technical assistance,

education of the public, comnunity organization, staff development, evaluation,

an1 information centers. Two of these warrant further, discussion.

The first, consultation, has been a growing issue in the country

in the last five years. The term is commonly used to mean help and assistance

provided through expertise, unaanne,ctei with the enforcement of requirements.

The issue of the relation of consultation to licensing has been widely dis-

cussed. :lany have believe-1 that licensing staff should provide this kind

of consultation; others have believed that the ties to regulatory authority

cent :. the essentially voluntary natIre of a consultative relationship.

The resolution of this issue will force us to cone to terms with the issue

of authority. Consultation can never be free of authority, even at best.

Providing it from a regulatory base overlays it with the additional authority

of police powers and power over funding, decisions. These other types of

authority make successful consultation vary difficult to achieve without

a high degree of skill and understanding of the issue. Some of the present

hostilit.: toward licensing andoibtedly stems from lack of skills in trying

to we a'.- th,lse two very different hats.
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The second non - regulatory nethod of seeking quality wort* of

note is the spontaneous growth of resource centers and'family service centers

which provide inforeation to parents about the programs available in the

community; anl information to staff and operators and family day caregivers

about ways of achieving auality. A number of such centers have sprung up

around the country, and where they exist provide a focal point for pulling

together the fragmented network of services and the users of services.

Community:colleges and other academic institutions are also now providing

a lot of consultation to day care.

States need to be aware of, and help to develop these other

sources for consultative help, in ways which are complementary, not competitive

to the licensing staff and to one another.

All these ways of achieving auality need planning and a rational

system in which they fit itogether coherently. To focus for a moment on the

most basic, and in spite of all the difficulties the most imporhant at present -

day care licensing - I believe that effective and helpful licensing is an

attainable and a feasible goal for states. It nay take some additional staff

in those states which have had a mYthical licensing program in the past, but

the increase will be modest and will hot accelerate in any drastic way. Doing

a good job of liden.-,Ing.centers will not cost the states an arm and a leg. There

will need to be better staff development programs for licensing workers.

Federal support for this training, and =re federal support for licensing

generally would bring some help to the day care scene.

For family day care, the outlook is a little different. A4 least

901 of the family day care homes in the states are operating illegally. Some

have suggested giving up the effort to regulate then. They may prove.to

be right. I believe that we can license then successfully, but the procedures

anl the use of staff will have to be substantially different than the traditional
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licensing in the pa.3t. -There is no one right way to license "the way it

spoze to be;" the country has a multiplicity of approaches to regulation

all of 'Which can be defined as licensing.

In Hassachusetts, we will' one license to "family day care

systems, or groups of satellite homes operating as members of one organization.

This appears to be a feasible- way of achieving basic quality in those homes

willing'to listk up with a system which provides services to them, and which

0

can maintain basic quality in the homes. We are developihg a set of require- '

ments for systems.

For the homes not Part of systems, we are beginning to use a

type of licensure which we are calling registration. If they are caring for

other people's children, hones must be registered 4th the stile, and the

provider must certify that the hone meets the state's requirements for homes -
b

the same requirements used for homes which are part of systems. 'The provider

ois required to give a cony gi-,the reouirements to parents using the service.

The state will visit a ho:e on the request of a parent, a provider, or a member

of the community, or simply to spot check. An essential element to the success

of the new way of regulating hones will, be education of the public, and the

development of parent use of complaint procedures. Consumers are partners

with the state in assuring the rights of children to quality care.

It is time for licensing to be given the attention it deserves

in public policy. I wou1:1 press for at .least equal priority for this kind of

preventive class advocacy for children as is now being given to case advocacy.

If stairs cannot develop a commitment to program quality, our programs will

consistently fail to achieve their goals. We will perpetuate our past patterns

of low quality services whtoh endanger children, waste funds,'and have

negative conseouences which outweigh their positive value. The movement

toward de-institutionalization of human services will stand or fall depending

on wyiper states will un-lerstand and give priority to the protection of
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quality of services.

The future success of our day care and other social programs

4epends upSn a colnitment at high levels to regulation in its various

.forms, and a conceptual understanding of how to put this commitment

into Action.
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WORKSHOP WORK SH3El

For each t:,,ne of regulatory alninistration, recommend; should it be done in
yo.zr state? How? Separately or together with what other functions? By what
staff? In that agency? iith what budgeted moneS{?

.7,V17.; Oommon definitions to all zoning codes for day care centers, family
day care, group homes? State innosel or. recommended? How should each be
handled in the local cola? Or exempt from toning by state action?

SAFECT - Integrated with licensing or coordinated? One or morel staff person(s)
outstationed in licensing office from state safety agency? Give licensing.

agency authority for safety in family day care? Or assure safety regulations
for family day care are the same as for residential occupancy? Specific and
appropriate codes for zr-roup homes and centers, using common definition, new
classification other than institution or school? Pernit additional local codes
or not?

HEALEH - Integrated with licensing or coordinated? Specific, appropriate sanita-
tion code for group homes, centers, rather than use of restaurant and other codes?
DO comes for homes except those anprppriate for residential occupancy? Delegate
enforcement from health agency to licensing agency or not? Code at state level

without additional local codes?

DAY JAKE LF.ITSING - Should it be generic as part of human service licensing?
generic as part of child welfare licensing? or separate as day care licening
group with other day care functions?If generic at state level, how factor in

local knowledge? snecialized knowledge about a particular type of service?
How achieve central uniform policy and still have local decision-making input?
I f just center licensing, how relate to family day care licensing? How deal with

famil. day dare systems, which combine centers and hones?

Staniar.: setting process, hp:: organized? Permanent or-ad hoc committee?

3o.;position spelled oat in law or guideline? 'Iho participates? How often

revicAd?

Licensing staff. Does the state have enough? Should they be state or county?

::oar valifie,? How traire.,1? child development, 'regulatory concepts, hunan
relations and psychological aspects of licensin3? Hd much paid? How advance?

How retain?

MP.".:3TIO APP. O7E:. How does state nonitory quality of public programs?

How should it?

?.133A1 R333LATIDJ. ghoul! tae state set its own funding standards, incorporating

tae felerr.1 F7AD33? lho will monitor? How and by whom will rates be developed?

Resnonsibility of Ed. agency or licensing agency? Academic or

competency? How assess?

AT.2±DITAT:0: - 'Joan volantary participation in accreditation exempt a center

from licensing? Who accredits? Public? Private? How develop standards?

- beyond that connected with licensing require-lents. Should licens-

ing staff do this kind of conlultatepon or not? If not, who should? Program

levelo?ment staff elsewhere? If licensing staff, how develop skills? How

resouree ceaters and fa.-.11/ centers be encourased?

%1:Mf shomP. licenzins? How hish in hierarchy? Jentrallized or

lecont-alt-:e'!? Ooncern knowleige a'ocat chillren?


